
HW 1: Dimensional analysis

I. READING AND LECTURES

To support this homework

• Read chapters 1 and 2 from the book.

• Read “Principle of similitude”, by Lord Rayleigh

• Watch “Dimensional analysis” video on the youTube playlist.

II. PI THEOREM

• A famous problem in dimensional analysis was when G.I. Taylor, the biggest name in fluid dynamics for the 20th
century, calculated the energy released during the first atomic bomb tests (a classified secret) from unclassified
images that were released to the public. His argument was based on dimensional analysis. His physical insight
was that the radius of the blast r (which he could measure from the images), was only a function of time t
(which he also new from the images), the density of the surrounding air ρ and the energy released E. Thus,
r = f(t, E, ρ). Express this functional dependence in dimensionless form.

• Derive with the table method and Pi Theorem, the form for the drag force on a sphere. Imagine a sphere
of diameter, D, traveling at constant velocity U , in fluid with density ρ and viscosity µ. (Note that µ is the
dynamic viscosity and has units of Pascal-seconds or [M]/[L T]). Express the drag force, F , as a function of the
other variables.

There are two important limits in this problem that we will discuss in further detail as the course goes on.

– For large objects at high speeds (i.e. a skydiver, an airplane, a baseball), the fluid inertia (i.e. the mass
density) dominates the drag force and viscosity is experimentally observed not to influence the drag force.
In this limit the drag force only depends on ρ, D, and U .

– Small objects very low speeds (i.e. a small organism, a speck of dust) the fluids inertia is unimportant and
thus its mass density is observed not to influence the drag force. In this limit the drag force only depends
on µ, D, and U .

Derive the form of the drag force on the sphere in these two limits. If these limits don’t not make physical sense
to you yet, that is OK, we will discuss this at length later in the course.

• Consider the relationship derived in the previous problem for the drag force in the high flow limit. Since the
viscosity of air is very low for everyday objects, the law where viscosity is unimportant is usually the relevant
one - unless we are discussing a falling dust grain. Take an index card. Cut it in a square shape. Hold it straight
out arms length with the flat side facing the ground and drop it. Time the descent with a stop watch. Take
3 measurements - there will be some variation as the card will flutter to the ground differently every time. If
you bend the card a little bit upward you can get it to fall reasonably steady. Now fold the card in half both
ways. Cut along the fold so you get a square half the side length of the original. Repeat the experiment. Make
another square of half the size again and repeat the experiment. Using the drag law derived in the last problem
for the limit where viscosity does not matter to explain your experimental findings.

• Consider a steel sphere of diameter D dropped in a very viscous fluid. Assume that we are in the regime where
viscosity dominates. The sphere is dropped in the fluid, comes to terminal velocity very quickly, then descends
down a container of a certain depth. If you double the diameter of the sphere, how does the time to reach the
bottom change?

III. FLOW IN TUBES

In this lab you will confirm the results and scaling in the book. We have conducted the experiment and are supplying
the data for you. Your job is to plot and collapse all the data to a single master curve.
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Our basic experiment consists of two graduated cylinders with a tube connecting them. We connect the two
cylinders via a length of clear tubing. A squeeze clamp is used to block the flow between the two cylinders until the
experiment is ready to start. The cylinders are filled with the desired fluid. One cylinder is filled just above the hole
for the tube and the other is filled to the top. The clamp is released, and the fluid level is allowed to equalize between
the two cylinders as the fluid flows from one cylinder to the other through the tube.

Using two containers rather than simply draining a single container with a tube has two advantages. First, surface
tension of the liquid will not play a role. With a single tube draining into a sink the discharge will reach a dripping
state at low flow rates introducing a further complication to the system. Second, if a single tube is draining a container
then the potential energy is both converted to kinetic energy and dissipated via viscosity in the tube. In the present
experiment the potential energy only goes into the hydrodynamic loss in the tubing system.

Data collection is done by recording the height of the water as a function of time. In one draining experiment
we obtain a sequence of measurements for the pressure-flow curve since the water level changes continuously as each
experiment progresses. The velocity of the flow can be inferred from the change in fluid height with time. The pressure
change as a function of time through the tubing can be found using the hydrostatic equation P = ρgH.

The data and a short MATLAB script that imports the data will be supplied to class. The data are contained in
a single spreadsheet format. The MATLAB script imports the data and assigns the columns of the spreadsheet to
more ”user friendly” variables. The script shows a few examples of plotting data and isolating particular runs. Data
exists for 21 combinations of tube lengths, tube diameters, and fluid properties. Further, a summary spreadsheet is
supplied that contains the experimental parameters of the 21 runs.

• Using the data provided, calculate the pressure drop across the tube and the velocity of the flow inside the
tube. Use the dimensional analysis techniques discussed in the reading to analyze this data. When plotted in
dimensionless terms, all the data for all experiments should collapse relatively well to a single curve. The data
should clearly show where the laminar to turbulent transition occurs. The variables you should use are tube
length, tube diameters, density of the fluid, viscosity of the fluid, flow velocity, and pressure drop across the
tube.

IV. PUDDLES

A very viscous fluid is poured out on a flat table. Over time the liquid spreads out into a circular puddle. We can
take a movie of the process and record the radius of the puddle as a function of time. This was done for three different
initial volumes of the same fluid. The important parameters in the problem are the radius, r, time t, density ρ, initial
volume V , viscosity µ, and acceleration due to gravity g. The Pi theorem would say that there are 3 parameters in
the problem.

However, we can do better with a little simple reasoning - without actually doing the hard work of solving the
problem in any exact sense. Since the spreading is so slow, we are in a regime where the fluids inertia (or mass
density) is not important for the dynamics. However, the density of the fluid is important in setting the gravitational
force which is what causes the fluid to spread. Thus, we assume that the density of the fluid only enters the problem
through its combination with g. The “proper” parameter to include is then ρg - not these variables independently.
With the assumption of ρg as the parameter, then the Pi theorem says there are only 2 dimensionless parameters
that matter.

Take the data from the website. When you import the data into MATLAB, radius is in cm, time in seconds, and
volume in mL. Plot r vs. t on log-log coordinates for all experiments on one plot. Plot the 2 dimensionless parameters
for all experiments on one plot and see if the data collapse.

While this experiment might seem completely irrelevant, it turns out that this viscous spreading has been observed
magma spreading of lava domes. The puddle experiment is a form of a gravity current - flows driven by density
differences. Gravity currents are ubiquitous in ocean and atmospheric flows and are critical to understanding weather
and climate.


